TO: AVCO NEW IDEA LAWN AND GARDEN DEALERS

We recommend periodic cleaning and inspection of all mowers in order to keep them operating at peak efficiency. To assist your customers, this procedure is outlined in their Operator's Manuals under "Mower Operating and Maintenance Tips".

For thorough cleaning and inspection, the mower must be removed from the tractor. Removal and installation instructions are provided in the "Assembly and Adjustment" section of each Operator's Manual. In addition, we recommend these four steps be followed for easy installation of a 36" mower on either EGT-80 or EGT-100 Electric Tractors.

1. Center mower under tractor from RIGHT side.

2. Attach lift cables and RAISE MOWER to second or third notch with manual lift lever.

3. Attach suspension arms in this sequence:
   A. Left Rear
   B. Left Front
   C. Right Rear
   D. Right Front

4. Attach mower motor power cables.

The suspension arms are pre-set to 12" at the factory and adjustment of these arms is normally required. However, if an adjustment has been made, please instruct your customers to mark each suspension arm for proper location prior to removing the mower. This will simplify installation of the mower to the tractor.
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Product Manager